
 

WEBINAR ON 

THE IMPORTANCE OF CLOUD NATIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

“All the companies are moving towards cloud native methodology for their product development 

to maintain agility and resilience in their day-to-day activities” says Mr Rajeev Gollapudi, Sr 

Director, SAP labs, India. With an endeavour to impart the knowledge of R&D Professionals, 

Industry personnel, Academicians and students across the country, the departments of CSE and  

IT , VFSTR Deemed to be University in association with Computer Society of India(CSI) was 

conducting a series of free webinars on recent and Emerging technologies. As part of this series, 

on 9
th

 July 2021, Mr Rajeev Gollapudi gave insights on “The importance of Cloud Native 

Product Development”. His talk was very exploratory and around 220 national and international 

students,  faculty and Industry personnel have participated in this event through online. 

Mr Rajeev has quoted useful insights on the Cloud native approach while building and running 

applications, exploiting the benefits of cloud computing delivery model. He also elaborated that 

this approach can incorporate the customer’s demands with innovative ideas and more business 

value in no time. He also discussed the reasons for the different spectrum of industries using this 

product delivery model and how they are benefitted. The skills, knowledge, beliefs, rules (laws), 

customs and habits of cloud-native development teams are also discussed. At the end of the talk, 

the speaker answered very challenging questions posed by the participants. Speaking on this 

occasion, Dr D Venkatesulu,the Head of the Department, CSE announced that a webinar on 

“Need of Optimization techniques in Machine Learning Applications” by Prof R. Subramanian, 

Professor, Pondicherry Central University is scheduled on 16
th

 July  2020. On this occasion, Dr. 

Lavu Rathaih, Chairman and Dr. M.Y.S Prasad, Vice-Chancellor congratulated the Heads of the 

Department, CSE &  IT and the organizing team and directed to organize many more such events 

in the near future in the interest of students and the faculty. 

 


